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1. Introduction 

1.1 Scope 
The Teledyne Oldham Simtronics GD10P detector, complies with HART Protocol Revision 7.  This 
document specifies all the device specific features and documents HART Protocol implementation 
details (e.g., the Engineering Unit Codes supported).  The functionality of this Field Device is 
described sufficiently to allow its proper application in a process and its complete support in HART 
capable Host Applications. 

1.2 Purpose 
This specification is designed to complement other documentation (e.g., operating manual) by 
providing a complete, unambiguous description of this Field Device from a HART Communication 
perspective. 

1.3 Who should use this document? 
The specification is designed to be a technical reference for HART capable Host Application 
Developers, System Integrators and knowledgeable End Users.  It also provides functional 
specifications (e.g., commands, enumerations and performance requirements) used during Field 
Device development, maintenance and testing.  This document assumes the reader is familiar with 
HART Protocol requirements and terminology.   

1.4 Abbreviations and definitions 
ADC Analog to Digital Converter 

CPU Central Processing Unit (of microprocessor) 

DAC Digital to Analog Converter 

EEPROM Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory 

RAM Random Access Memory 

ROM Read-Only Memory 

1.5 References 
• HART Smart Communications Protocol Specification. HCF_SPEC-12.  Available from the 

HCF. 

• Teledyne Oldham Simtronics GD10 detector operating manual. 
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2. Device Identification 
 

        
Manufacturer Name: Teledyne Oldham 

Simtronics 
Model Name(s): GD10P/PE  

gas detector 

Manufacture ID Code: 24639 Hex 603F Device Type Code: 57591 Hex E0F7 

        
HART Protocol Revision 7  Device Revision: 1  

Number of Device Variables 4      

        
Physical Layers Supported FSK      

Physical Device Category Current Output, Detector    

         

3. Product Overview 

3.1 Process Interface 

3.1.1 Sensor Input Channels 
IR detection chamber. 

3.1.2 Output Channels 
4-20 mA analog output channel with superposed HART communication  

3.2 Host interface: Analog Output 
The two-wire 4-to-20mA current loop is connected on two terminals marked "L+" and "L-".  Refer 
to the operating Manual for connection details.  

This is the sole output from this transmitter, representing the gas concentration measurement. This 
output corresponds to the Primary Variable.  HART Communication is supported on this loop.  This 
device has a channel number (CN) of 1 hence only the first 9 “more status available” bytes are 
meaningful. 

A guaranteed linear output over measuring range is provided.  Device malfunction can be 
indicated by down-scale or up-scale current. Current values are shown in the table below. 
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 Direction 
Values (percent of 

range) 
Values (mA or V) 

Linear over-range Down 0% 4 mA 

Up +100.0% 20 mA 

Device malfunction 
indication 

Down: fault, clean 
optics or early clean 
optics indication 

Configurable among        -
21.88%, -18.75%,         -
6.25% 

Configurable between 
0.5, 1, 2 and 3 mA 

Up: Overscale 
indication 

Configurable among 
106.25%, 112.5%, 
118.75% 

Configurable between 
21, 22 and 23 mA 

Maximum current 118.75% 23 mA 

Multi-Drop current draw 0.6 mA 

Lift-off voltage 18V 

 

3.3 Local Interfaces, Jumpers and Switches 

3.3.1 Local Controls and Displays 
N/A 

3.3.2 Identification using Tag and detector Label 
Label on enclosure containing product code, technical characteristics and norm compliance 
(please see user manual for detailed information). 

3.3.3 Internal Jumpers and Switches 
No user serviceable jumper and switches. 
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4. Device Variables 
The following Device Variables are implemented. 

Variable Meaning Class Units 

0 PV gas concentration 90 (concentration) %, %LEL, ppm 

1 SV detector internal temperature 64 (temperature) °C 

2 TV optical signal quality 81 (analytical) % 

3 FV maximum detector internal temperature 64 (temperature) °C 

 

5. Dynamic Variables 
Four Dynamic Variables are implemented and associated to corresponding device variables : 

 Associated to 

PV 0 gas concentration 

SV 1 detector internal temperature 

TV 2 optical signal quality 

FV 3 maximum detector internal temperature 

Common practice commands #50 and #51 are not implemented (association cannot be 
changed). 

 

6. Status Information 
Field device status is returned with each response to the master. If the bit “More status available” 
is set, then the device returns 9 bytes of data in response to command #48 : 

- The six additional device status bytes (see paragraph 6.4) 

- The extended device status byte (see paragraph 6.2) 

- The device operating mode byte set to 0 (reserved see §5.14 in HCF_SPEC-183 
Command Tables Specification) 

- The standardized status 0 (see paragraph 6.3) 
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6.1 Field Device Status Bits 
Refer to §7.3.3 in HCF_SPEC-99 Command Summary Specification  

Mask Description Meaning for GD10P/PE 

0x01 Primary variable out of limits 
Zero drift if PV under PV lower limit 
Overscale if PV over PV upper limit 

0x02 Non primary variable out of limits 0 (not used) 

0x04 Loop current saturated 
Output current is outside configured saturation limits 
and no alert is present 

0x08 Loop current fixed 
Output current is set by user to any value in 0.5 mA to 
23 mA range 

0x10 More status available 
Set when detector status changes and needs to be 
read by command #48 (standard behavior) 

0x20 Cold start 
Power up reset  
External watchdog reset 

0x40 Configuration changed 
HART configuration data has changed and needs to 
be read by the master 

0x80 Device malfunction 
Detector needs cleaning  
(early clean warning not included) 
Hardware failure is detected 

 

6.2 Extended Device Status Bits 
Refer to §5.17 in HCF_SPEC-183 Command Tables Specification  

Mask Description Meaning for GD10P/PE 

0x01 Maintenance required 
Detector needs cleaning 
(early clean warning included) 

0x02 Device variable alert 
Analog output indicates an alert condition  
(fault present, clean or early clean, overscale) 

0x04 Critical power failure. 0 (not applicable, no local stored power) 
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6.3 Standard Status 0 Bits 
Refer to §5.17 in HCF_SPEC-183 Command Tables Specification  

Mask Description Meaning for GD10P/PE 

0x01 

Simulation active 
(simulation mode cannot be 
activated by HART commands 
and is cancelled by power off) 

IR source pulse length fixed by user 
IR channel amplification fixed by user 
Absorption value overridden by user 
Temperature value overridden by user 
 

0x02 Non-volatile memory defect 
FLASH test failure (application CRC) 
EEPROM test failure (configuration data CRC) 

0x04 Volatile memory defect RAM test failure 

0x08 Watchdog reset executed Internal watchdog reset 

0x10 Voltage condition out of range 
Input voltage out of range 
Intermediary generated voltage out of range 

0x20 
Environmental condition out of 
range 

External temperature out of range (approx. -85 ... 
85°C, corresponds to indicated (internal) 
temperature between -70 … 100°C) 

0x40 Electronic defect 
CPU input clock fault 
CPU detected hardware fault / exception 

6.4 Additional Device Status (Command #48) 
These 6 bytes are device specific. For the GD10P/PE they contain detailed status information 
specific to each internal module. 

Mask Description Meaning  

Byte 0 : Optical module 

0x03 

0 = Clean The optical path is less than 55% obscured 

1 = Dirty warning 
The optical path is more than 55% obscured 
Maintenance is required 

2 = Dirty 
The optical path is more than 70% obscured 
Maintenance is required, detector goes in fault state 

3 = Blocked 
The optical path is more than 85% obscured or 
detector optical block is broken 
Maintenance is required, detector goes in fault state 

0x04 Weak source 
One of IR sources signal strength is less than 60% of 
the other one (only in manufacture context, always 0 
in exploitation) 

0x08 Optical signal fault 
IR detector readings out of bounds or too noisy 
Detector optical block is broken 
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Mask Description Meaning  

0x10 Signal source fault 
IR signal source is broken 
Detector optical block is broken 

0x20 Reference source fault 
IR reference source is broken 
Detector optical block is broken 

0x40 Signal detector fault  
IR signal detector is broken 
Detector optical block is broken 

0x80 Reference detector fault 
IR reference detector is broken 
Detector optical block is broken 

Byte 1 : Measure module 

0x01 Configuration data invalid 
Destock data (detected gas, scale, unit, calibration 
parameters etc.) is uninitialized or corrupted 

0x02 Adjustment data invalid 
Adjustment calibration data is uninitialized or 
corrupted 

0x04 Zero data invalid Zero calibration data is uninitialized or corrupted 

0x08 Gain data invalid Gain calibration data is uninitialized or corrupted 

0x10 
Low temperature calibration 
data invalid 

Low temperature calibration data is uninitialized or 
corrupted 

0x20 
High temperature calibration 
data invalid 

High temperature calibration data is uninitialized or 
corrupted 

0x40 Site re-zero data invalid 
Site re-zero data is uninitialized or corrupted (even if 
re-zero is not activated, re-zero data must be 
initialized for detector to operate safely) 

0x80 Chopper fault 
IR detection mechanism is broken or did not produce 
complete data sets for more than 1 second 

Byte 2 : Output module 

0x01 Output state fixed 

Output current value is fixed by detector until reset (for 
instance 0.6 mA in HART multidrop mode or 19 mA in 
manufacturing test mode) 
Triggers “Loop current fixed” status bit  

0x02 Output state forced 

Output current value is forced to values given by the 
user until 0 is requested or 10 minutes delay expires 
without new request  
Triggers “Loop current fixed” status bit 

0x04 Output saturated low 
Output current is limited by configured lowest value 
Triggers “Loop current saturated” status bit 

0x08 Output saturated high 
Output current is limited by configured highest value 
Triggers “Loop current saturated” status bit 
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Mask Description Meaning  

0x10 Output alert low 

Output current is below configured lowest value in 
order to indicate a fault or warning alert 
Triggers “Loop current fixed” status bit 
Triggers “Device variable alert” extended status bit 

0x20 Output alert high 

Output current is above configured highest value in 
order to indicate an overscale alert 
Triggers “Loop current fixed” status bit 
Triggers “Device variable alert” extended status bit 

0x40 Output not calibrated  No analog output calibration performed 

0x80 Not used  Always 0 

Byte 3 : Display module 

0x01 Configuration data invalid 
Display parameters data (concentration low / high 
limit, alarm thresholds etc.) is uninitialized or corrupted 

0x02 Concentration underrun 
Gas concentration is below the lowest allowed value 
for display (this does not correspond to either lower 
output saturation limit or lower PV (zero drift) limit) 

0x04 Concentration overrun 
Gas concentration is above the lowest allowed value 
for display (this does not correspond to either upper 
output saturation limit or upper PV (overscale) limit) 

0x08 Display dynamic data error  Latched alarm status record in EEPROM failed 

0x10 Display alarm 1 active  Alarm level 1 is active 

0x20 Display alarm 2 active Alarm level 2 is active 

0x40 Display alarm 3 active Alarm level 3 is active 

0x80 Display alarm 4 active Alarm level 4 is active 

Byte 4 : Hermite module 

0x01 Hermite data error 
Incorrect curve data values 
Curve data not corresponding to desired precision 
(cubic precision required but no derivative data given) 

0x02 Not used  Always 0 

0x04 Not used  Always 0 

0x08 Not used  Always 0 

0x10 Not used  Always 0 
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Mask Description Meaning  

0x20 Not used  Always 0 

0x40 Not used  Always 0 

0x80 Not used  Always 0 

Byte 5 : Calibration module 
These bits indicate calibration operation failures; they occur : 

- Either if the new calibrated value is out of detector configured tolerances, in this case 
the detector state (including the re-zero activation bit) remains unchanged 

- Or if the EEPROM write operation in detector data fails, in this case the detector 
calibration data is corrupted and the detector goes into fault state  

These bits are reset to 0 over a power cycle; however, the calibration data corruption bit in the 
measure module status remains persistent until a successful calibration is performed. 

0x01 Zero calibration failed 
The last zero calibration operation failed  
(manufacture context, always 0 in exploitation) 

0x02 Gain calibration failed 
The last gain calibration operation failed 
(manufacture context, always 0 in exploitation) 

0x04 
Low temperature calibration 
failed  

The last low temperature calibration failed 
(manufacture context, always 0 in exploitation) 

0x08 
High temperature calibration 
failed  

The last high temperature calibration failed 
(manufacture context, always 0 in exploitation) 

0x10 Re-zero calibration failed The last re-zero calibration operation failed 

0x20 Output calibration failed 
The last analog output calibration attempt failed 
(manufacture context, always 0 in exploitation) 

0x40 Not used Always 0 

0x80 Adjustment failed 
The last adjustment calibration operation failed  
(manufacture context, always 0 in exploitation) 
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7. Universal Commands 
The following table summarizes universal commands from HCF_SPEC-127 Universal Command 
Specification : 

Code Description Remarks on GD10P/PE Implementation 

#0 Read Unique identifier 

See chapter 2 for manufacturer and device type IDs  

Device ID is the manufacturer serial number  

Device Profile is 2 (HART discrete device) 

#1 Read Primary Variable  

#2 
Read Loop Current and 
Percent of range 

Loop current is identical to effective output current 

Percent of range follows computed concentration without 
any limitation (neither primary variable range nor 
upper/lower limits nor output current saturation limits) 

#3 
Read Dynamic Variables 
and Loop Current 

Loop current is identical to effective output current 
 

#4 Reserved Not implemented 

#5 Reserved Not implemented 

#6 Write Polling Address 
In case of non-zero polling address (multi-drop context) 
the output current is fixed to 0.6 mA to allow for HART 
communication 

#7 Read Loop Configuration  

#8  
Read Dynamic Variables 
Classification 

Please see chapter 4 for variables classes 

#9 
Read Device Variables 
with Status 

Please see following tables for quality definition for 
primary and tertiary variables; for secondary and fourth 
variables the quality is always QUALITY_GOOD 

For all variables, timestamp has a resolution of 1 msec. 
and wraps around every 24 hours 

#11 
Read Unique Identifier 
Associated with Tag 

Same as for command #0 

#12 Read Message  

#13 
Read Tag, Descriptor, 
Date 

 

#14 
Read Primary Variable 
Transducer Information 

Transducer Serial Number is identical to detector serial 
number (no detachable transducer) 
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Code Description Remarks on GD10P/PE Implementation 

#15 Read Device Information 

PV Alarm Selection Mode is : 

- ALARM_LOW if overscale alert is not enabled 

- ALARM_SPECIAL if overscale alert is enabled 

PV Transfer function code is LINEAR (0) 

PV Upper and Lower limits units are the same as for PV 

PV Damping value return t90 (sec.) in natural diffusion and 
without weather protection 

Write protect code is 251 
(WRITE_PROTECTED_NOT_SUPPORTED) 

Analog channel flag is 0 (output) 

#16 
Read Final Assembly 
Number 

Initialized to (0,0,0), hold values set by client 

#17 Write Message 
Stores the received packed ASCII message in EEPROM 

Special # codes are reserved for maintenance functions 
(no EEPROM modification) please see following tables 

#18 
Write Tag, Descriptor, 
Date 

No check is performed for date validity 

#19 
Write Final Assembly 
Number 

No coded values are defined by the constructor thus no 
check is performed on received values 

#20 Read Long Tag  

#21 
Read Unique Identifier 
Associated with Long Tag 

Same as for command #0 

#22 Write Long Tag  

#38 
Reset Configuration 
Changed Flag 

 

#48 
Read Additional Device 
Status 

Please read paragraph 6.4 for information of the content 
of status bytes 

Quality definition for primary variable (gas concentration) 

Description Remarks on GD10P/PE Implementation 

QUALITY_BAD 

Set if : 
- Detector configuration data is invalid 
- Manufacture basic calibration is incomplete 
- IR detection mechanism is not working 
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QUALITY_POOR_ACCURACY 

Set if : 
- Manufacture temperature compensation 

calibration is incomplete 
- Site re-zero calibration data is invalid 

QUALITY_GOOD Set if none of the conditions above occurs 

Quality definition for tertiary variable (optical quality) 

Description Remarks on GD10P/PE Implementation 

QUALITY_BAD 

Set if : 
- Manufacture adjustment calibration is incomplete 
- IR detector signals are out of tolerance and 

source pulse times are modified during 
manufacturing adjustment operation 

QUALITY_POOR_ACCURACY 

Set if : 
- IR detectors signals are out of tolerance but 

adjustment calibration is complete and no source 
pulse times modification is performed 

QUALITY_GOOD Set if none of the conditions above occurs 

Special message codes (prefixed with #) : 

Code  Implemented command 

#LIN<password> Login with the given password to get maintenance privilege level 

#LOT Logout 

#PWD<password> 
Set the given word as a new password (needs maintenance 
privilege level); must be sent twice to change password 

#WFO[01] 
Write fault option :  
0 = predefined set 0 : 0/1/2 
1 = predefined set 1 : 1/2/3  

#WFO2[0-3] [0-3] [0-3] Write fault option customized set 2 with given levels 

#WOO(0|21|22|23) 
Write overscale current option; 0 disables, the other values 
represent output current in mA  

#WRO(0|1|2|3|4) 
Write re-zero current output option. 0-3 forces current to fixed 
values in mA and 4 lets detector measured value output free 

#RSW Read software version (returns the string form e.g. 4.00) 

#RZF Read auto-zero compensation activation state  

#SZF Sets auto-zero compensation to active state 
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Code  Implemented command 

Independent of re-zero state which represents the initial detector 
reference on power up 

#CZF Sets auto-zero compensation to inactive state 

#RRZ Reads the current re-zero state  

#SRZ 
Starts on site re-zero calibration  

Auto-zero must be inactive for this operation to be launched 

#CRZ 
Clears on site calibrated zero value and reverts to manufacture 
zero value 

#ACK  Acknowledge all active latched alarms 

#SRT[0-9] 
Set response time (t90) in seconds – 0 means no damping at all 
and an estimated response time of 0.5 sec 

 

8. Common-Practice Commands 
 

Code Description Remarks on GD10P/PE Implementation 

#34 Write damping value 

A fixed set of values is used 1.4 sec. = fast / 4.6 sec = 
slow (with exceptional values 1.1 / 3.2 sec for gas 
programs 23 and 24 (methane 100% LEL)). The fast 
value is set if the requested time is strictly inferior to 2.5 
sec. 

#40 Set fixed current mode  
The detector analog output is set to given current value in 
the 0.4 ... 23 mA range  

 

9. Burst Mode 
The “Burst Mode” mechanism allows a device to send repeated responses to a master command 
without further request from the master.  

The GD10P/PE does not support Burst Mode. 

10. Catch Device Variable 
The “Catch Device Variable” mechanism allows a HART slave device to listen to and make use 
of other devices variables as they are interrogated by the master. 
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The GD10P/PE does not support this mechanism. 

11. Device-Specific Commands 
The following device-specific commands are implemented: 

Code Description Remarks on GD10P/PE Implementation 

#173 Set fault option 

Sets the low alert current values corresponding to fault 
gravity values : fault, clean needed, clean warning. 

Current levels are checked against low saturation limit 
and the configuration is rejected if they are too close to it 
(min 2.4 mA if level 2 is used, min 3.6 mA if level 3 is 
used) 

#174 Read specific status 
Returns the low alert fault options configuration, the 
present fault level, and the manufacturer configuration ID 

#175 Set overscale option 

Sets the high alert level corresponding to overscale 
condition : 0 means disabled, 21, 22, 23 indicate 
current values in mA. 

Current levels are checked to be at least 0.5 mA above 
upper saturation limit. 

#178 GD10 re-zero calibration 

Starts the site zero calibration procedure. 

The detector will refuse to start the procedure if 
manufacture calibration data is corrupt or if the ambient 
temperature is outside the configured interval (please 
check user manual) or if it is already executing a 
calibration operation. 

After re-zero calibration, the new zero value is used 
instead of the manufacture defined one, but the user can 
revert to it using command #180 or the special message 
#CRZ (see chapter 7).  

#180 GD10 re-zero cancel 
Permanently deletes the site calibrated zero and reverts 
to manufacture one. 

11.1 Command #173:  Set fault option 

Request Data Bytes 

Byte Format Description 

0 byte Fault option set : 0, 1 or 2 
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1 byte Fault level : x for set 0, x for set 1, 0...3 for set 2 

2 byte Fault level : x for set 0, x for set 1, 0...3 for set 2 

3 byte Fault level : x for set 0, x for set 1, 0...3 for set 2 

For option sets 0 and 1 the next 3 bytes values are ignored (x means ‘don’t care’). 

Response Data Bytes 

Byte Format Description 

0 byte Fault option set : 0, 1 or 2 

1 byte Fault level : 0 for set 0, 1 for set 1, 0...3 for set 2 

2 byte Fault level : 1 for set 0, 2 for set 1, 0...3 for set 2 

3 byte Fault level : 2 for set 0, 3 for set 1, 0...3 for set 2 

Bytes 1 to 3 are updated by the detector to suit options 0 or 1 when they are selected. 

Command-Specific Response Codes 
No specific response code, the detector returns HL_INVALID_SELECTION (2u) if sent values do 
not correspond to the ones indicated above or HL_UPDATE_FAILURE (8u) if the EEPROM write 
fails. 

11.2 Command #174:  Read specific status 
No request data bytes. 

Response Data Bytes 

Byte Format Description 

0 byte Fault option set : 0, 1 or 2 

1 byte Fault level : 0 for set 0, 1 for set 1, 0...3 for set 2 

2 byte Fault level : 1 for set 0, 2 for set 1, 0...3 for set 2 

3 byte Fault level : 2 for set 0, 3 for set 1, 0...3 for set 2 

4 byte  Detector present fault level (0..3)  

5 byte  Reserved (always 0) 

6 unsigned short Manufacturer configuration ID  
(e.g. 2873 for 100% LEL CH4) 

Command-Specific Response Codes 
No specific response code (always succeeds) 
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11.3 Command #175:  Set overscale option 

Request Data Bytes 

Byte Format Description 

0 byte Overscale option : 0 (disabled), 21, 22 or 23 

Response Data Bytes 

Byte Format Description 

0 byte Overscale option : 0 (disabled), 21, 22 or 23 

Command-Specific Response Codes 
No specific response code, the detector returns HL_INVALID_SELECTION (2u) if sent values do 
not correspond to the ones indicated above or HL_UPDATE_FAILURE (8u) if the EEPROM write 
fails. 

11.4 Command #178:  Site zero calibration (re-zero) 

Request Data Bytes 

No request data bytes 

Response Data Bytes 

No response data bytes 

Command-Specific Response Codes 

No specific response code, the detector returns HL_ACCESS_RESTRICTED (16) if it refuses the 
calibration procedure. Once accepted, it will take about 3-4 minutes to complete; during this 
time, the analog output may be fixed at some level among 0.5, 1, 2 and 3 mA or left free 
depending on detector configuration (see #WRO command in chapter 7). 

If successful, then the detector uses the new zero value. If not, it reverts to manufacture one. 

11.5 Command #180:  Re-zero cancel 

Request Data Bytes 

No request data bytes 

Response Data Bytes 

No response data bytes 

Command-Specific Response Codes 
No specific response code, the detector returns HL_ACCESS_RESTRICTED (16) if it refuses the 
command execution. 
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12. Device-Specific Tables  
No specific tables. 

 

13. Performance 

13.1 Sampling Rates 
Typical sampling rates are shown in the following table. 

Primary value sample 31 per second 

PV digital value calculation 31 per second, damped 

SV digital value calculation 31 per second 

TV digital value calculation 31 per second 

FV digital value calculation 31 per second 

Analog output update Practically continuous  

13.2 Power-Up 
On power up, the detector goes through a self-test procedure. When it is satisfactorily completed, 
and the first measurement has been made, the PV, SV, TV and FV values are set, and the analog 
output moves to a value representing the measurement.   

The device is able to respond to HART commands 12 seconds after power up.  

If the self-test fails, the analog output is set to the configured malfunction-indicating current.  The 
device will attempt to respond to HART commands. 

13.3 Self-Test 
If a self-test fails, the analog output is set to the configured malfunction-indicating current. 

The self-tests are executed at power up and continually during run time. They include :  

• Microprocessor (address bus, input clock) 
• RAM (address bus, memory cells) 
• Program FLASH (application and constant data CRC) 
• Configuration EEPROM (CRC and RAM copies of safety configuration data pages )  
• Optical module state (IR sources, IR detectors, dirt accumulation) 

HART status variables are updated to take into account device state changes detected by self 
tests. 
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13.4 Command Response Times 
The detector responds quasi instantaneously once a command is fully received : 

Minimum - 

Typical < 1 ms 

Maximum - 

The whole transaction time is dominated by HART communication times (tens or hundreds of 
milliseconds at 1200 bauds). 

13.5 Busy and Delayed-Response 
Delayed-response is not used. 

13.6 Long Messages 
The largest data field used is in the response to Command 21: 34 bytes including the two status 
bytes. 

13.7 Non-Volatile Memory 
EEPROM is used to hold the device’s configuration parameters.  New data is written to this 
memory immediately on execution of a destock command.   

13.8 Operating Modes 
Fixed current mode is implemented, using Command 40.  This mode is cleared by power loss, 
reset, and expires automatically after 10 minutes. 

13.9 Write Protection 
Write-protection is not provided. 

13.10 Damping time 
Damping time can be set :  

- to fixed integer values between 0 (0.5) and 9 seconds through the #SRT message 
(please see chapter 7) 

- to any floating value between 0.5 and 60 seconds through command #34 (please see 
chapter 8) but the current DD will only allow for 1 (fast) and 5 (slow) options through 
the 475 communicator 

It only affects the PV (gas concentration) and the loop current signal. 
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ANNEX A. CAPABILITY CHECKLIST 
 

Manufacturer, model and revision Teledyne Oldham Simtronics – GD10P/PE  

Device type Current Output, Detector 

HART revision 7 

Device Description available Yes 

Number and type of sensors 1 

Number and type of actuators 0 

Number and type of host side signals 1: 4 - 20mA analog 

Number of Device Variables 4 

Number of Dynamic Variables 4 

Mappable Dynamic Variables? No 

Number of common-practice commands 2 

Number of device-specific commands 5 

Bytes of additional device status 9  

Alternative operating modes? Analog output forced, Re-zero calibration 

Burst mode? No 

Write-protection? No 
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ANNEX B. DEFAULT CONFIGURATION 
 

Parameter Default value 

Lower Range Value Depending on detector reference (normally 0) 

Upper Range Value Depending on detector reference 

PV Units % volume, % LEL, ppm 

Sensor type Infrared detection chamber 

Number of wires Specific connection 

• 3 wires analog interface (24V, 0, measure) 
• 2 wires RS485  

Damping time constant Configurable (typically t90 is 1 or 5 sec) 

Number of response preambles 5 
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4 23/02/2021 Added new #SRT and #ACK orders, adapted to 4.01 version LPU PCS NUF 

3 14/12/2020 Added #WRO order to write output current during re-zero LPU PCS NUF 

2 11/12/2020 Modifier re-zero order #SRE to #SRZ and added order #180 LPU PCS NUF 

1 01/10/2020 Created for the 4.00 version of GD10 software LPU PCS NUF 

Rev. Date Title Author Verified Approved 
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